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August 5th is

Work Like A Dog Day
Work Like a Dog Day may have different meanings to different people. On the one hand this phrase has come to indicate
a person bordering on being a workaholic, who tries to get as
much work done in the shortest amount of time as possible.
There is reason to celebrate this attitude if the person happens
to be one of your employees or perhaps even your spouse.
August 5th is designated as a day to do something for this
person to show your gratitude. Perhaps a monetary bonus,
sending them home early with pay, acknowledging their efforts publicly or if it is your spouse a special date night.
By proving that you are grateful for the extra efforts that
have been made will encourage continued loyalty and service.
A secondary meaning to the phrase “work like a dog” would
be in reference to the loyalty and companionship shown by
“man’s best friend”. Since the beginning of time when man
shown a sense of wanting to do anything and everything to
please their human counterparts. Their sole purpose in life
seems to be to make their master happy.
ways. Their ability to adapt to training allows us as humans
to take advantage of their keen senses such as sight, smell and
hearing. We have “seeing eye dogs” for the blind, “search and
rescue dogs” to dig lost souls out of avalanches and here in the

The Ultimate Foot Warmer
Rio Grande Valley we see dogs in action at border crossings
and checkpoints doing their best to stop drugs and illegal immigrants from making their way into the United States.
So whether it is a dog working to accomplish a task or just
your family pet working to make you happy, remember to do
something special for them on this Tuesday, August 5th.
An extra treat, a romp at the dog park, a game of fetch or a
wrassle in the grass will let your dog know that you love and
appreciate them for what they do for you!

August is

Family
Fun
Month
As summer draws to a close, take the time to schedule fun
activities for your entire family to enjoy together. Here in the
Rio Grande Valley, these could be a day at the beach, a picnic
at a local park, a trip to the state park or wildlife refuge, going
to the zoo, visiting one of our many museums, having a backyard BBQ or even just staying at home and enjoying quality
time playing games or reading stories.
st

The important thing is, you are doing it as a family!
Children learn about families from the time they spend in their
own families. Spending time in everyday family leisure activities is associated with greater emotional bonding within
the family. Youths who communicate, do activities and have
close relationships with their parents are less likely to engage
in violence.

Plan a family activity that includes grandparents and great grand parents. Visit a senior day care center and just talk with the people who are
there. Help an elderly person carry their groceries to their car. Bake some
cookies for your senior citizen neighbor.
These are just a few ideas, I’m sure you can think of more ways to
show appreciation for the generations who have prepared the way before
us. They are, after all, responsible for us being here.

According to the US Census bureau, an estimated 9.1 million seniors
age 65 and older are military veterans. Go to a VFW, get everyone’s attention and tell them how proud you are to live in the country that they
fought to preserve! If you are too shy to get up in front of everyone, just
go around the room and shake hands individually with our distinguished
veterans. I guarantee that they will appreciate it and you will come away
with a great sense of pride and satisfaction.

August 21 is Senior Citizen’s Day





Our Very First

Letter to the Editor!
Received on June 30, 2014
Dear Mr. Graham,
I greet you and I thank you for The Valley Spotlight. I am a 79 year “young” lady,
a retired school teacher and a retired school
librarian. I enjoy reading and writing, both
prose and poetry.
I attend Las Palmas Community Center, a
center for Seniors in McAllen. It was there
where I found copies of your publication
and I thoroughly enjoyed it. I even worked
on the section “For Kids Only” and I love
the puzzles! It did say: No matter how old
you are!
I always encouraged creativity to my
students as I helped them to master all the
skills.
I have travelled extensively to many
countries, and I enjoy learning, even learning other languages.
Best wishes and success in all your endeavors.
Yours truly,
Margaret Tapia

MARGARET TAPIA

MARGARITA TAPIA

will teach you

da clases

SPANISH

de inglés

for a small fee.

por una pequeña cuota

Call 956-683-1808

llame al 956-683-1808

only

$1499

After receiving Margaret’s letter, I visited
with her at Las Palmas Community Center.
After just one short hour I came away with
the sense that Margaret truly is a “young”
woman of 79 who is living a full and rewarding
life. She has been gracious enough to submit
the following items which I present to you with
pride and admiration. Thank you Margaret!

956-205-2151

The City of Palms

Sudoku ... Exercise for your Brain
I Live in beautiful McAllen,
a city where palm trees grow,
where people enjoy living
and going to and fro.







Places to shop, you ask,
It’s a very pleasant task.
Many stores in downtown McAllen
At La Plaza Mall, stores of every kind.
My mission was in Mission
when I was teaching there.
Pharr is not too far,
My stories I can share.
The Rio Grande Valley,
A “valley of plenty” I say.
No wonder we have visitors,
Wonderful tourists everyday!



S potlight, a great publication
P owerful, unique, special
O ffering facts and views
T elling stories in creative ways
L earning from others, seeking to serve
I nformative, current
G ood food for thought
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True Tales of a Valley Birder
Can Wild Birds Survive in the Valley?
As a young boy I enjoyed seeing the wonmy older cousins kept in their aviaries. So it
was natural for me to ask my father if I could
keep birds, too, to study close at hand. His answer was as unexpected to me, as it was wise.
“No”, he said, “birds are meant to be wild. Enjoy them out there.” Our farm was a haven for a
beautiful array of wild bird life, so while I was
disappointed, I understood what he meant, and
I studied the wild birds.
wild birdlife on our farm had dwindled as surrounding farms ploughed up wild pasture and
brushland, blanketing their land with sugar
cane, and cleared roads, while other lands were
covered by encroaching houses. I felt helpless.
What could I do?
Today, living in the Valley, enjoying our wonderful wild birds, a natural resource that attracts
half-a-billion dollars a year to the Valley in Nature Tourism dollars, I notice that our birdlife
of sugar cane, growing cities, burgeoning roads
and parking lots, droughts, and frenetic border
activity on the banks of the Rio Grande. The
old question comes back into my mind, what
can we do?
There is much that can be done. It starts with
awareness and education. That work is being
done well by birding centers around the Valley,
by science teachers, and media. This is valuable
for appreciation and knowledge of our amazing
natural resource of wild birds, and also because
the value of wild birds to the valley economy,
so that sound decisions are made that favor of
our wild birds.

to make their land more attractive to photographers and birders who pay to use their facilities.
protecting brush lines along roads and fences.
These are particularly rich in birds because
it is at the edges of woodland that many bird
species thrive.
City and county parks can manage their land
for birds without impeding recreation by allowing brush lines to develop. Golf courses
generally plant trees, but these are typically
exotics, so replacement trees should be selected from our rich native species.
State Parks have a great record of managing their land for wild birds. We do, however,
have a shortage of state parkland in the Valley,
Next, the basic principal is that birds survive mainly because there are no funds to grow exand thrive when the habitat suits them. Because isting parks.
Schools are very valuable areas for expandpromised, they simply leave the area if they ing bird habitat. They can include brush lines
dislike it. In the Valley it is native woodland, and natural areas along the margins of their
herbs, grasses and water that support our wild
birds. More native habitat means more wild to their landscaping.
birds. More wild birds brings more birders,
Surprisingly, residences can be made very
more money, and more jobs.
bird friendly, too. With hundreds of thousands
So how do we increase native habitat for wild of residences in the Valley, improving bird
birds in the Valley?
habitat around our homes will generate a huge
The simple answer is to increase acreage of
habitat and protect it for birds. The South Texas of the birds to our homes. Native trees and
National Wildlife Refuge Complex is engaged shrubs generally establish their deep roots in
in acquiring additional tracts to move toward two years, and after that do not require any
completion of Laguna Atascosa N.W.R. at the water, saving the home owner time and moncoast and Lower Rio Grande Valley N.W.R. in- ey.
Contact the author for more information on
wild birds.
what to plant for birds, and watch the next colRanchers are aware of the value of wild birds, umn for suggestions.
and many have set up professional photo blinds
True Tales of a Valley Birder

Lower Rio Grande Valley

Birding & Outdoor Store





Summer hours - Call ahead
956-782-9912








Understanding and Treating the Cause of the Symptoms
Everyone has a story to tell and each
month we’d like to share how we have
made our patients happy and healthy.
This month we’d like to tell you about
Steven’s experience.
Steven was an avid hunter; he enjoyed
gardening with his wife, Becky, and
liked to travel. As a Paramedic Instructor
at South Texas College, his health was
always a concern of his and when his sinus congestion began disrupting his lifestyle, he knew something was wrong.
He spent less and less time in the garden, Becky noticed. He stopped hunting
because he would get fatigued easier as
he walked. Additionally, Steven hadn’t
realized how his joint pain had crept
up on him. The body needs oxygen and
troubled breathing affects your health in
many ways including: sleep disorders,
aches and pains and fatigue that prevent
an active lifestyle.

At his appointment with Dr. Mackie, it
was recommended to Steven that he undergo Balloon Sinuplasty. Balloon Sinuplasty is a fairly new procedure that has
gained attention over the past few years
because it is done without a hospital visit, usually completed within 30 minutes
and immediately delivers relief by opening up nasal passages that previously
were blocked. Steven decided that Balloon Sinuplasty was right for him and
got the procedure done at The Mackie
Clinic in April of 2014.
After less than an hour of work at The
Mackie Clinic and a day’s rest on the
couch, Steven was back the following
day. He couldn’t believe the relief he
felt when the packing was removed. Immediately he thought, “This is what it is
like to breathe again”. After the packing
came out, Steven realized that he hadn’t
been effectively breathing out of his nose
for years and the Balloon Sinuplasty was
a return to free, unobstructed breathing,
sleeping and living in general.
Activities that were pushed aside or forgotten were back for Steven and Becky.
Within a few weeks, Becky noticed that

time in his garden and was getting more
His CPAP machine was used every done in less time than when he wasn’t
night. The sleep he had at night wasn’t breathing well.
restful and often his labored breathing would wake him up. The good ole’
breathing machine that he relied on
wasn’t any help anymore, and every
night was a struggle for him.
Insistent on making a change, Steven
phoned The Mackie Clinic at the recommendation of Becky, who had worked
with Dr. Mackie at Rio Grande Regional
Hospital. Steven trusts Becky’s judgment on local physicians and specialists
Steven went on an Alaskan cruise over
in the area and what happened next reas- the summer and spent the afternoons in
sured him he had made the right deci- the forests and on his feet, something he
sion.
would not do a year ago.

If this story sounds familiar or
you’ve been experiencing breathing
trouble and you’re not living as actively as you like:
Give us a call at The Mackie Clinic.
Dr. Mackie has over 30 years experience assisting the Valley with breathing,
allergy and hearing problems. We helped
Steven breathe better with Balloon Sinuplasty but we also offer hearing aids to
restore your hearing, and allergy desensitization which can free you from your
chronic allergies.
Our courteous and professional staff
would be happy to help you through
your worse allergy, sinus and hearing
symptoms so give us a call today.

956-631-2957







The Partnership equips decisionmakers, public & private, with the
information & contacts they need
to successfully realize their objectives for the general good & advancement of the entire region.
The Rio Grande Valley Partnership, through its membership,
represents the four county regions
(Cameron Hidalgo, Starr & Wil-



No other Chamber works for regional prosperity to the extent as
the Rio Grande Valley Partnership
to promote the whole Valley to be
the best place to live, work, play

will receive as an RGVP member
include; member referral services, Invitations to special events,
promotion of your business and
events, and a complimentary set of
a common purpose to increase the membership mailing labels (upon
quantity of business & improve the
quality of life in the Rio Grande of membership” available to busiValley. Partnership members in- nesses and individuals alike.
clude representatives of small,
Be A Part Of The Legacy!
mid-sized businesses & Fortune
500 companies.
more about RGVP membership.

Spain Ignores Texas Until Threatened by French Colonization in the Territory
As a result of the fact that no vast riches were
discovered in the area of New Spain which is
modern day Texas, the spanish royalty ignored
texas until 1685 when the French explorer
Robert Cavelier de La Salle established Ft. St.
Louis in what is now Victoria County, Texas.
Spain’s King Carlos II, perceived the French
colony as a threat to Spain’s claims in the territory and launched 10 expeditions trying to locate Ft. St. Louis. In 1689 the Spanish explorer
of the French colony which had lasted only
3 years due to epidemics, indian attacks and
harsh conditions. Years later, Spanish authorities built a presidio at the same location. When
the Spanish presidio was abandoned, the site of
the French settlement was forgotten to history.
The importance of these spanish expeditions
lies in the fact that De León sent a report of his
stant optimism and quickened religious fervor.
The Spanish government was convinced that
the destruction of the French fort was “proof
of God’s ‘divine aid and favor’”. In his report
de León recommended that presidios be established along the Rio Grande, the Frio River,
and the Guadalupe River and that missions be
established among the Hasinai Indians, whom
the Spanish called the Tejas.
Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza approved the
establishment of a mission but rejected the idea
On March 26, 1690, Alonso de León set out
with 110 soldiers and several missionaries and
established Mission San Francisco de los Tejas near the eastern Texas Hasinai village of
Nabedaches in late May. Smallpox epidemics,
drought and hostilities with the local indians
caused this mission to be abandoned in 1693.

After several failed attempts to re-establish
the mission it was relocated to the area which is
now San Antonio and was renamed San Francisco de la Espada.

Many Spanish missions were established in
what is presently Central and East Texas during
the late 1600s and early 1700s.
Mission San Antonio de Valero was estabsion along the San Antonio River. It was named
for San Antonio de Padua, the patron saint of
the mission’s founder, Father Antonio de Olivares as well as the viceroy of New Spain, the
Marquis de Valero. This is the mission that later became known as the Alamo.
In 1749, in a major colonizing effort along
the Rio Grande, four towns were founded on
the south bank of the river in Mexico: Reynosa,
Some time later, the missions in these settlements all established outposts on the Texas side
when some of the settlers began to move across
the river. These outposts were visitas and took
their names from those missions. A visita was
a kind of country chapel that was visited by the

priests for Mass or to administer sacraments.
One of these visitas was in Zapata County.
It was an outpost of the Mission San Francisco
Solano de Ampuero that was in the Mexican
town of Revilla. Called Mission Revilla a Visita, it is commemorated with a state historical
marker in the present-day city of Zapata at the
courthouse plaza.
Also in Zapata County was the ranch settlement of Nuestra Señora de los Dolores, established in 1750, about 11 miles north of San Ygnacio. Today, the site is referred to as Dolores
Hacienda. Although a state historical marker
put up by the Texas Centennial Commission in
1936 says there was a mission there, later research indicates there was only a small chapel
for religious services provided by priests from
Revilla.
In 1755, another ranch settlement was founded on the east bank of the river at Laredo. Until
priest, Franciscan friars from the Revilla mission visited Laredo on occasion to minister to
the settlers.
The Mexican city of Mier was the site of the
mission La Purísima Concepción, and across
the river in present-day Starr County was Mission Mier a Visita, begun sometime in the mid1750s. There is a state historical marker on US
83, 3.5 miles west of Roma. At the same time,
another visita was established from San Agustin de Laredo mission in Camargo, Mexico.
There is a state historical marker 2.5 miles west
of Rio Grande City on US 83.
Farther south in Hidalgo County a visita was
established in the mid-1750s from the mission
San Joaquín del Monte in Reynosa. A marker
in McAllen Park in Hidalgo commemorates the
visita.





To Crate or Not To Crate?
A bonus, not a penalty
Many people refuse to crate
or kennel-train their dogs bement is cruel. However, a
crate or kennel can give dogs
a sense of security. Crate
training done properly is
also a highly effective management system that can be
a lifesaver for dog owners.
Like any training method,
crating can be abused, but
using a crate for appropriate
time periods is helpful with
a variety of important goals,
including house training, preventing destructive behavior
and teaching a dog to settle
and relax.
If a dog is taught through
positive reinforcement to love
the crate, the crate becomes
his own private and safe
place, much like a bedroom
for a child. The crate or kennel is somewhere the dog can
go and not be bothered; it’s a
perfect destination when the
dog is tired or nervous. Dogs
have a natural instinct to be
in a den. Many dogs take to a
crate very easily.
Crate training provides a
A crate that is sized properly
encourages a dog’s instinct
not to mess where he sleeps,
helping to teach the dog bladder and bowel control. This
tendency to view the crate as

in house training a new rescue dog or puppy, of course!
Using a crate prevents a
dog or pup from getting into
trouble when you can’t supervise directly. Those times
might include at night, when
you are at work (provided the
work day is not too long and
the dog gets exercise before
cooking, or any other time
when your attention is elsewhere than directly on your
dog.
Crate training also teaches
puppies and excitable dogs
to expect and enjoy some
down time, and helps teach
relaxed behavior. Dogs and
pups can be put into a crate
with a yummy and safe chew
or stuffed Kong to keep them
secure, relaxed, and out of
mischief for periods of time.
Selecting the right size
crate can be confusing. Some
people are inclined to choose
a large-sized crate to give the
dog lots of room. If you pick
a crate that is too large, your
dog may use a portion of the
crate as a toilet. Pick a crate
that is just large enough for
your dog to stand up, turn
around, and lay down comfortably, at least until the dog
is house trained.
Younger puppies cannot be
left in a crate for as long as 8
hours. Physically, puppies

“It is not what I like, it is what “Sully” the border
collie likes. He gets the best of care ...”
“These people are professional; they know and
understand animals ...”
“Our dogs always love staying at Paws and
Claws....we appreciate all you do to make them
feel so comfortable!”
“... she can’t wait to get out of our truck, she
loves it there.”

Choose Paws and Claws Pet Resort
Doggy Day Care and Boarding
“Your Pet’s Comfort is Our Priority!”

Call to arrange a

FREE TOUR of our Facilities
990 S. Tower Road ... Edinburg, TX 78542

(956) 384 - 9301
pawsandclawsedinburg@gmail.com

cannot hold their bladders
long enough, and it isn’t fair
to ask for that. A good general rule to follow is one hour
in the crate for each month of
age. A three-month-old pupfor three hours. Once your
dog is crate trained and house
trained fully, you can leave
the dog in a crate for up to 8
hours. The dog should have
good exercise before and af
after, and should be left in the
crate with something safe to
occupy his attention.

Your dog will likely spend
most of the time sleeping!
How well your dog accepts
the crate is largely dependent
on how you introduce him to
the crate and by using positive reinforcement training
you can teach him to be calm
while in the crate.

Contact Suzan Bunney with

Paws and Claws Pet Resort
for help crate training your dog as well as
basic obedience training at 956-384-9301.





The Ultimate Horseman
The world is full of horses that “dance”
and cowboys who sing while on horseback. However, upon close inspection these
“dancing horses” are doing a little more
than a few “tricks” that are supposed to be
choreographed to a song or two. The “singing cowboys” are simply that, a guy or gal
sitting on a horse and singing. Sure, sometimes they ride the horse around while they
sing, but it is obvious that there is no true
dancing going on.
In the entire world there is only one horseman who through hard work, determination and pure talent has combined these
two elements and has been perfected a true
“Dancing Horse Show” ... and he’s right
here in the RGV!
Al Ragusin, a native of Texas, has developed a training method which allows him
to sing a wide variety of songs of different
styles and beats while sitting atop his horse
who is dancing in step with every beat of
the music. It has not been a simple undertaking and has taken many long hours of
working with his horses to accomplish. Al
even honed his vocal skills for two years
under the tutelage of Dr. Lucille Montoya,
PHD, a voice teacher for the New York City
Symphony Choir.
As a result of his efforts, Al Ragusin has
been performing his dancing horse show
all around the world, winning multitudes of
trophies and awards along the way.
Al has been featured on CBS, NBC, FOX,
PBS, Real TV, RFD TV, Telemundo and
interviewed by my many other networks.

Now in his seventies, Al is concentrating
on sharing his techniques with any and all
who would want to learn them. He offers
FREE training videos on his website,
www.trainingyourownhorse.com.
His success is due not only to his determination but also relies on his patented “Double Reins” technique. Al invented the double reins and has developed a unique style
of training in which he can show results in
just one short session!
Al Ragusin’s expertise as a one-of-a-kind
horseman appeals to horse lovers and ownHe has performed at the Rose Bowl and ers at all levels. Whether a child who has
the Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena, California, traveled north to Rapid rider who wants to improve their horsemanCity, South Dakota, east to Orlando, Flor- ship, Al offers a simple way to reach the
ida, south into Mexico and many cities in next level time after time.
between. Al and his horse, Regaldo, perAl’s experience in TV and performing
formed on the children’s TV show “Barney makes him an invaluable asset when conand Friends” in 2010. This episode has be- sidering programming regarding caring for
come the most requested rerun of the series. and training horses. His vast knowledge of
Al’s and Regaldo’s performance was also horsemanship and horses leads to an endfeatured in the movie “Barney: Big World less supply of subject matter which would
Adventure: The Movie” released in 2011. be of interest to all viewers, even if they are
not horse owners themselves. Al’s unpretentious personality creates an instant likeability with all who come in contact with
him. This is one of the main reasons that
one of the largest entertainment companies
in the world has offered him a Reality Show
and is currently in the works with him and
his agent. Watch future issues of The Valley
Spotlight for articles written by Al regarding becoming The Ultimate Horseman.
www.alragusin.com

JD’s Farm and Ranch Supply
Jesse Garcia’s high school graduation gift
a way that he may never have imagined.
The gift was a beautiful quarter horse
which Jesse named Coco. Riding and caring
for Coco created a love of horses and horsemanship in Jesse that he still has today, some
20 years later. At one point in time Jesse had
a stable of 10 quarter horses.
After graduating high school, Jesse was
employed by Insco Distributing, an air conditioning supply company here in the Rio
Grande Valley, for 13 years.
His experience in shipping and receiving
business in 2011. Because of his love for
people, horses and animals in general, he decided to create JD’s Farm and Ranch Supply.
Jesse found a location with an existing
building at the junction of Hwy. 107 and
Mayberry in Mission, TX.
With the help of his father, sister and wife
they began the huge task of turning an empty metal building into a complete farm and
ranch store. In the early days Jesse would
drive his pickup truck to Falls City Milling in
Falls City, Texas to bring back a load of feed
and supplies.
As word spread across the valley about JD’s
commitment to quality products and service,
the business grew slowly but surely.
Nowadays semi trailer trucks deliver directly to JD’s Farm & Ranch taking advantage of their “drive thru” stock room.

This makes it very convenient for deliveries
from JD’s suppliers as well as loading for customers, giving protection from the heat as well
as inclement weather.

Today at JD’s Farm & Ranch Supply, you
popular farm and ranch supply products in the
Rio Grande Valley.
JD’s stocks feed for a wide variety of animals including cattle, horses, goats, chickens,
saddles and tack for horses as well as horse racing supplies.
If you are being “bugged” by pesky critters,
come and choose from our assortment of pesticides. Do you need some hay? JD’s stocks that
as well.

Don’t forget the bunnies!
JD’s has
“California”
“New Zealand”
“Dutch” and “Rex”
rabbits in stock
year round.

U-Haul

South Texas Carports

Nutro
Dog Food

We are
ready to
be of service
to you!

LOWEST
PRICE
in the
VALLEY!





From the Doctor’s Desk
Fatigue
A lot of patients talk to me about their fatigue symptoms and their consensus is a “magic pill” will help them feel better. Although fatigue is a
very common patient complaint, it is not a new one. Many generations
have sought relief for fatigue. This quest started with herbs and plants,
progressed to tonics sold by traveling salesmen, and has now reached
the golden age of pharmaceuticals. The early use of herbs and plants has
given us caffeine in the form of tea and coffee. These are often used to
give us an energy boost or to relieve sleepiness. The traveling salesmen
in the early 1900s sold tonics from their horse-drawn wagons. These
tonics made lots of promises one of which was to relieve or cure fatigue.
just might have a magic pill that will give the patient some relief.
Fatigue is often described as a general feeling of tiredness, weariness,
lack of energy, brain fog, lack of focus or sleepiness. The causes of fatigue can be divided into three areas: lifestyle issues, medical conditions
and mental health problems. Some lifestyle choices may cause fatigue:
lack of the proper amount of sleep, lack of physical activity, too much
physical activity, stress, alcohol or drug use, caffeine consumption, and
poor diet. Medical conditions that may cause or contribute to fatigue
states are: obesity, medications, anemia, chronic pain, thyroid diseases,
arthritis, autoimmune disorders, congestive heart failure, liver and kidney failure, cancer, infections, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
emphysema, both diabetes I and II, restless leg syndrome and sleep apnea. Mental health problems that often present with fatigue symptoms
are anxiety, depression, stress and grief.

When a patient and I are exploring causes of fatigue I feel it is important to make sure all the medical causes and lifestyle factors are explored. This is generally accomplished by a medical history, physical
examination, EKG, laboratory testing and sometimes radiology studies.
When all of the above is done and a medical condition is uncovered it is
often treated by lifestyle changes and medication. If the cause of fatigue
is not lifestyle or medical then mental health issues are explored, diagnosed and treated.

McAllen Family Urgent Care
110 E Savannah, Suite A 204 • McAllen, Texas

956-686-4071

OPEN

WALK-INS

5:00 - 11:00 pm

WELCOME

Every Night of the Year

www.urgentcaremcallen.com

Do You Know What Your Kids Are Doing Online?
It is a well known fact that the internet is a wonderful resource for
learning, entertainment and communication. Most of us realize that the
worldwide web can also be addictive,
anti-social and at times, dangerous. It
has been proven that unsupervised use
of the internet has caused harm to children’s emotional development and at
times, led them into physical danger.
We, as parents, cannot remain passive
observers. According to Wikihow.com/
parent-technology, there are seven
steps parents can establish to gain control over their internet savvy children.
1. Open Communication: It is recommended that parents talk openly with their children regarding the
positive and negative uses of the internet. A parent can make it part of
everyday discussions about the child’s favorite websites.
2. Introduce Them To Safe Websites: The goal is to protect our
children from harmful content. One should set rules within reasonable
boundaries. Parents can introduce their children to fun and safe web-

Watch The August Skies
The Perseid meteor shower
will peak from August 11 - 13
this year. The best time to view
the meteor shower will be in the
early morning hours, just before
dawn. However, if fortune smiles
upon you, you could catch an
earthgrazer, a long, slow, colorful meteor traveling horizontally
across the evening sky. The meteors will become more frequent
after midnight and be most abundant in the hours just before
dawn when you could see 50 or
so meteors per hour.
To watch the meteor shower
requires no special gear, just a
dark open sky away from city
lights. Don’t give up if you don’t
see any meteors right away as
they tend to come in spurts interspersed with lulls. The phase of
the moon is brighter this year in
to observe the meteor shower.

3. Keep the Computer Visible: One way to have more control over
your child’s internet activity is to place the computer in full view.
4. Downloading Rules: You should warn your children about downloading anything from the internet without your permission. This would
include plug-ins, games, interference with your privacy and security of
your computer. Viruses and spy ware are very prevalent where teens
share internet content for free.
5. Explain Online Shopping: Beware of your children having the
use of credit cards. There are porn sites that are willing to be the main
source of sex education for your children. In addition, there are well
known gambling sites that entice our teens to use our credit cards.
6. Make It a Family Activity: Children love demonstrating what they know about the
computer, so ask your child to
show you where they are going
and what they are doing online.
7. Establishing Trust: There
needs to be open communication between parents and kids as
to what is safe internet usage.
There are parental control features such as F-Secure Internet Security
left without ground rules, they tend to neglect other important activities
including physical play, socializing and just being outdoors.

Let Us Cater Your Next Event!

The Perseid meteor shower
occurs as a result of the Earth
crossing the path of the comet
Swift-Tuttle. This happens every
year from around July 17 to August 24. Bits and pieces of the
comet enter the Earth’s upper
atmosphere at speeds of around
130,000 miles per hour burstan area that is as dark as possible and make sure that you have
permission to be there to observe
the meteor shower. Lastly, pray
for open, cloudless skies.

Call

956-205-2151

to get us started on
making your next event a great success!
CUSTOMIZED CATERING TO FIT YOUR NEEDS!

O I L F I E L D C AT E R I N G AVA I L A B L E





Red Dot Sales Event
New 2014 RAM 1500s!

Call Big Lew Today
to make an appointment to

test drive your new truck!

956-984-4433






If you would have suggested to 12-yearold Daniel Rodriguez that he would one
day become one of the Rio Grande Valley’s most talented lead guitarists, he
would probably have looked at you as if
you were absolutley insane! After all, he
didn’t even own a radio or cd player and
only listened to music when he was with
friends.
It was not until one of these friends introduced Daniel to Metallica that he developed a real interest in music. He casually picked up a guitar at a friend’s house
and started messing around with it. He
soon discovered that he had a natural
ability to play the instrument and began
teaching himself some lead riffs. At age
17, Daniel was invited to join Unicron, a
local band in the RGV.

Daniel Rodriguez
performing at Ace’s North
on July 18, 2014

One thing led to another and today
Daniel plays lead guitar for a variety of
bands including Driver 23, Spare Parts,
Spunk and Drew and the Blue Line.
His talents cover a wide scope of musical genres such as metal, classic rock,
jazz, blues and even country. He admits
that his true love is blues, and this is evident when you hear him cranking out a
cover of Santana, whom he has seen in
concert twice.
Daniel gives a lot of the credit for his
abilities and his love for music to sitting
in on blues sessions with RGV legends
of blues at Johnny’s BBQ.
forming a few nights each week in venues such as Simon Sez, Paradise Roadhouse and Ace’s North in McAllen.

Gulf Breezes
It’s Too Darn Hot!
     

     

     







     
    





     
     
     
      

    
     
     
     
     
    
   


   
     

     



     
     
     



     

  


   


     
      
     
     
      
    










     



Happy Hour
4:30 - 9:30 daily
Karaoke Every Tuesday
9pm - 2am
Daily Drink Specials
LIVE MUSIC - Rock & Country
Wed., Thur., Fri. & Sat.

Come and see
your favorite band
--Call for
Schedules





Sucrée
In 2009, Pedro and Norma González were considering several ideas in order to add supplemental income to their household. Norma had, as a young woman, spent much time with
her grandmother learning how to bake and cook. Pedro had
a mind for business and they decided to join the venture in
the opening of Sucrée, a cake shop providing a wide variety
of cakes, desserts and pastries. Originally located at 624 W.
Pecan Blvd. in McAllen, Sucrée can now be found at 304 E.

Fresh Baked

When you come to Sucree you will discover that the love
gredients are used and they are always baked from recipe.
or cake shop.
Sucrée’s menu includes Mexican recipes, as well as American recipes and French recipes.
Customers return time after time because they know that
Whether you are craving their signature “sucrée” or you want
a special occasion cake or one of their many cookies, cheesecakes and desserts, you will be glad that you chose Sucrée.
If you are planning for a Special Occasion Cake, such as
birthday or anniversary, be sure to call at least one week ahead
to place your order. Your cake will be custom designed just
the way you want it and baked fresh, ready when you need it.
Come and visit Sucrée soon to try all of the delectable treats
that await you here! We are sure that you will become a “regular” customer and will spread the word to all of your friends!
Delivery is available in a limited area.
See us on facebook at www.facebook.com/sucreecakes

a DELICIOUS

Combination of

Rich Cream Cheese
Strawberries and Mango
sitting atop a Soft Thick Pecan Crust

A Father’s Special Gift To His Child
As we enter the “Dog Days” of summer,
Christmas and Easter are but distant memories
in our minds as we go about our hurried lives.
In the Church we are in the part of the year
called Ordinary Time or Pentacost. It is the
longest part of the year and so, along with the
Dog Days of summer we are steeped in hearing
Jesus’s parables and hearing about His ministry and miracles.
Lest we forget... let us focus, once again, on
the real gift that our Heavenly Father has given
us.
First, take a moment and read about this loving father. A story about a teddy bear and a tea
cup...
On January 9th, 1954 at 12:18 a.m. a little
baby girl was born in a blizzard that only Minnesota could produce. The young father was so
anxious and at the same time he was just brimming with pride because (after 4 miscarrriag-

goodnight and drove the six miles back to their
farm to get a few hours of rest. Even though he
had not slept very long, he got up and took a
bath and got ready for this new day. He knew
there was going to be 1 stop he would have to
make before he would, once again, see his wife
nally arrived at the hospital, he had his arms

their budget to get that bear, but, because of his
love for his daughter he did it.

And then about 35 years later, this now senior citizen and his wife were celebrating their
custom, somewhere around her 30th birthday,
she started receiving the usual fancy birthday
card with money in it. But, on this particular
birthday, she not only received the customary
card but, then just as he had done so many years
before, he stepped up to his daughter and from
behind his back he brought forth a box. When
his daughter opened it, she found a beautiful
bone china tea cup and saucer. With tears in his
eyes, he said: “I bought this for you because the
roses remined me of you! I Love You!
For God SO loved the world that He gave His
only Son...
doesn’t say “God so loved the world that he

For God so loved the world that he sent his
only Son…
Everyone knows that actions speak louder
than words. That’s why the death of Jesus on
continue to resonate so loudly after 2,000 years.
The love that the Father and Son have for us
comes so clear to me in the Garden of Gethsemane. Jesus is about to be arrested, tried and
put to death in one of the worst ways possible.
He prays in the Garden, “is there another way?”
He says is there another way to bring people
back into relationship with you? He never says
“they aren’t worth it.” God loves us so much
that he would send his one and only son to
die in our stead. God loves the people we see

school, he loves them so much that he would
give up the life of His only son to be with them!
John says in the most popular of all Bipact.
ble verses, John 3:16, “For God so loved the
Because God did this, everyone who believes world.” As we look at the old rugged cross, as
in Jesus “may not perish but may have eternal we see it coming over the horizon, even durlife.” And to top it off, it starts here on earth! ing the Dog Days of summer, as we once again
What a gift! How can we respond to this type of hear the sounds of the hammer pounding the
nails, into the hands of Jesus, as we hear the cry
get that you take some time to think about what of pain and suffering, we can see that beyond
you’ve heard and what you’ve seen. Imagine all of that, the purpose of the cross was love.
yourself at the foot of the cross. Go to that most
So to conclude: Just as that earthly father
bloody, yet most wonderful place and then con- loved his baby daughter so God loved us so
sider talking to God about your relationship much that he had his only son killed on a cross
with Him.
so that we might be set free from our bondage
to sin. May you be washed in the love that God
 has for you now on these hot summer days.





Have Fun and Learn
while you solve these
puzzles and practice
your coloring skills

y
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For teKr how old you are!
No mat

The Alamo is an 18th-century mission church in
San Antonio, Texas. The church was built by Spanish Franciscan
friars in 1718 and was called Mission San Antonio de Valero.

August is FAMILY FUN MONTH

PICNIC
SANDWICH
COOKIE
BABY
BROTHER

SISTER
MOM
DAD
BASKET
WATERMELON

3

4

5





The Valley Spotlight
Every now and then a new “paper”
pops up asking us to read it and patronize
it’s advertisers. So what makes the Valley
Spotlight any different from all of the rest?
It’s not so much that we are different,
but rather that we are striving to provide
an entertaining publication which you will
want to read from month to month. It may
well be true that any, and all, stories we publish are, or have been, published at one time
or another by any one of the multitudes of
papers and magazines available here in the
RGV. But, it is our hope that we present the
information in such a way as to hold your
interest, if only for a few minutes.

We are a privately owned and operated
family business. Our ability to publish and
expand the scope of this publication is soley dependent on advertising revenue, so we
do hope that you will give heed to the local
merchants who have chosen to support our
efforts through advertisements.
We are blessed to have a core group
of contributing writers who certainly have
taken quite a large portion off of my plate

It is our goal, at The Valley Spotlight,
to continue providing informative and entertaining content regarding aspects of daily
life here in the Land of Two Summers.
Beginning with our premier issue in
June 2014 we printed and distributed 5000
copies from Mission to Alamo. In July we
extended our distribution area to include
Donna and Weslaco. With this, our August
issue we will be distributing 7000 copies
and extending our reach ever eastward.

writers encompass a wide range of expertise and are extremely knowledgeable in lobbies and various businesses throughout
our distribution area. Be sure and take it
good writers too!
home for the entire family to enjoy!

Attention RGV TEACHERS!
It is our desire to make this
publication a venue for and
about the residents of the Rio
Grande Valley of South Texas.
We ask you for your help. As
the new school year gets going, please keep an eye out
for any of your students who
show promise in their writing
skills. We would like to include articles, poetry and feature stories written by YOUR
STUDENTS.

     
  

     









Contact Rod Graham at 956-457-8600
if you would like the opportunity to

SHOWCASE YOUR ARTWORK
in The Valley Spotlight!

Is The Internet Working For YOU?
These days having a beautiful website is
easier than ever. There are an ever increasing number of “Do It Yourself” websites
which make creating your website as easy
as pie. In addition there is no shortage of
website development companies who, for a
fee, will create a state of the art website for
you. What is sometimes missing from this
equation is, how do you get your website to
be seen by prospective clients.


     


      



It is very important to remember these
two facts when creating a website or hiring
someone else to create one for you.
rate entity from the website itself.

Unfortunately some, not all, website development companies register the domain
name under their company’s dominion.
What this means to you is, if you at some
point in time want to change to another
website provider you will probably have to
pay additional fees and jump through a lot
of technical hoops to make it happen.
Needless to say this can be quite unexpected and very frustrating! So make sure
that the domain name is registered in your
name and you have any user IDs and passwords that are associated with it, and don’t
lose them!
The same holds true if an outside company is managing your website, you should
have control over the content of the actual
website if for any reason that company is no
longer managing it for you.
Having to completely “recreate” your
website is both expensive and time consuming. Again, sadly, there are unscrupulous companies who will “hold your site for
ransom” until you give in or pay them what
they want. After all, you did pay them to
create the site FOR YOU

the most important aspect of getting your
So ask them the right questions up front.
website seen by the right people.
Do they register the domain name under
your ownership? What is their policy if you
makes is having someone else register their decide to terminate your relationship with
domain name. Just because it was your idea them?
and you came up with the domain name,
Remember, there are many GOOD choicit is not yours unless it is registered under es for website developers out there. Don’t
YOUR NAME!
get yourself stuck with a DUD!

SEO (search engine optimization)
This is simply creating your website in
such a way that makes it easy for search enyour site when a user types in relevant key
words or phrases. For example, let’s say
you own a BBQ restaurant somewhere in
the RGV. When a user “googles” BBQ in
the RGV
sults. If this is not happening for your website then you need to do something about it.
The are three very important things to
consider regarding SEO for your website:
each page’s “meta title”
“indexes” as it scans your webpages.
each page’s “meta content description”
This is what the search engine indexes next.
the actual content of each page as seen
by the user. This must be relevant to the 2
items above and must include key words
and phrases used in the title and description.
This should be automatically a part of a
reputable website developers services and
should not cost you extra money above and
beyond their creation fees. Keep in mind
will be updates to make and some editing
may need to be done to improve search
engine placement. This is where “website
management” comes in and there usually
will be a monthly fee to cover general updating. But, the intial creation of your website should include the beginning SEO!





It’s Too Darn Hot!
    
    
          
   
       
 
 

     


     
 
          
     

     
           
            
     
    
 
           
            
       
 
             
           
 
     
       
       
      
     


      
   




  
       
    
    
    
     
       
      
      
    

     
 
        
          
   
   



Winter Texans and The Rio Grande Valley

Want to Reach the Winter Texan Market?
The Winter Texan Connection, www.wintertexaninfo.com

      

     


     

      



    
     



    




The most prevalant causes for
this may be a sagging economy in
the US as well as some concerns
regarding safety issues due to
drug cartel and immigration activity along the US-Mexico border.
It seems, sometimes, as though
national news agencies can only

area to report in the headlines!
Another factor in the decline of
winter visitors has to do with the
generation of retirees now entering retirement, The Baby Boomers. According to research I have
done, baby boomers are less likely to settle down in one area for
their retirement years. They want
to look around and test out a variety of possible options.
As business owners and resi dents of the RGV, I would like to
hear your opinions and ideas on
the issue of how we can work to
gether to stop the decline of win ter visitors and, in fact, encourage
 more of the northern population
     to join us here in ...
“The Land of Two Summers”
In recent years, according to Please send me your comments
conversations I have had with and ideas to:
Winter Texans
business owners and resort man305 E Los Ebanos
agers, there has been a gradual
San Juan, TX 78589 or
decline in the numbers of Winter
Email: rod@wintertexaninfo.com
Texans coming to the valley.

HEAVENLY
JEWELS
BOUTIQUE
Genuine

Diamonds
Sapphires
Pearls ...
All at Costume Prices!!!!
Call 956-782-2413 to arrange a
Private Showing or House Party





$

1.50 OFF

FREE BBQ SANDWICH

FREE Flea & Tick Dip




Any Bag of
Nutro Dog Food






JD’s Farm & Ranch Supply

Professional Dog Grooming
at Competitive Prices



956-585-3143




FREE .. $50 in JEWELRY

FREE APPETIZER!
Do you LOVE El Rancho Grande in San Juan?

GREAT NEWS - El Rancho Grande
is NOW OPEN in WESLACO
318 West Pike Blvd.

Heavenly Jewels
Boutique

one coupon per table, per visit, per order
can not be combined with any other offer
expires August 31, 2014

LOOK AT THIS

FREE

956-648-2416





BRING MORE TRAFFIC
to
YOUR BUSINESS

956-968-8000

Buy One Appetizer and
Get One FREE!

WOW!

Coats & Tails

Place
Your Coupon
Here

Beginning with our next issue (September)
we will be accepting and posting
Take advantage of this SPECIAL OFFER
for the September issue only

we will post your ad for FREE!

CLASSIFIED ADS
Dancers Had a Wonderful Time!
Trophy Gardens Resort in Alamo. The band,
Route 66, provided the music ranging from
classic country to oldies rock and roll.
Everyone in attendance had a great time.
Remember, Trophy Gardens has “PUBLIC
DANCES” every Saturday night at 7pm.
It’s BYOB so bring your favorite spirits and
join the fun!
Enjoy these Summer Events at RV/MH Resorts in the RGV
DANCES
Fri. at Texas Trails RV Resort - Pharr .. 7pm 956-782-7886
Sat. at Trophy Gardens RV Resort - Alamo .. 7pm 956-787-7717
[ these dances are open to the general public age 21yrs and over ]

ROUTE 66 at Trophy Gardens Resort

E XC LU S IV E O F F E R












JAM SESSIONS
Monday at Enchanted Valley - Mission .. 5:30pm 956-581-0599
Tuesday at Bit O Heaven - Donna .. 12:00pm 956-464-5191
Wednesday at Heritage Square - Mission .. 5:30pm 956-655-0989
Saturday at Green Gate Grove - Mission .. 12:30pm 956-581-1932
KARAOKE
Wednesday at Llano Grande - Mercedes .. 4:30pm 956-565-2638
Thursday at Paradise South - Mercedes .. 1pm 956-565-2044

check www.wintertexaninfo.com for updates






















